Living Testimony in the Form of an Affidavit [LTA]
Part A
Living Soul Author [LSA]: John Adam Doe.
Part B
Respondent: Sadiq Khan/SADIQ KHAN and his heirs and successors.
Part C
Reference# 2021SKJAD
1. I, John Adam Doe, of Onesville, Queensland, Australia, [Near 1111], do solemnly,
sincerely, and truly affirm and declare that;
2. I, am a private living sentient being known as John Adam Doe.

3. It has come to my attention that the occupying UNIDROIT Government is in flagrant
violation of Palermo Protocols through unconscionable use of debased Dog-Latin
Glossa Fraud; therefore I am cancelling Power of Attorney over my Legal Person(s)
and all relevant Trade Name(s) back to permanent domicile on the Land and Soil
Jurisdiction of Terra Australis, commonly known as The Commonwealth of
Australia, effective immediately. Said Flagrant violation(s) of Palermo Protocols by
“Trafficking in Persons” demonstrates ill intent towards this LSA, John Adam Doe,
by respondent/Agent(s) along with their heirs and successors. This means the
recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means or
use of threat by force, or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of
deception, of the abuse of power, or of a position of vulnerability, or of the giving or
receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control
over another person, for the purpose of Exploitation and will be doing so from now
knowingly, willingly, wittingly and intentionally.
4. Canon Law 2057 states any Administrator or Executor that refuses to immediately
dissolve a Cestui Que (Vie) Trust, upon a Person establishing their status and
competency, is guilty of fraud and fundamental breach of their fiduciary duties
requiring their removal and punishment.
5. I, John Adam Doe, am henceforward retired from any and all assumed and
presumed public roles and/or responsibilities within all foreign occupying
government agencies and their affiliations, having disembarked the Citizenship of
AUSTRALIA. Such roles were imposed upon me John Adam Doe, without full
disclosure, and thus without legitimate consent.
6. I, John Adam Doe am henceforward reconveyed as a true Terra Australis National,
commonly known as a Commonwealth of Australia State National and a
Commonwealth of Australia State Vessel, holding the Constitution of The
Commonwealth of Australia as a successor to the original men and women in the
Preamble. The preamble reads ‘Whereas the people of New South Wales, Victoria,
South Australia, Queensland and Tasmania, humbly relying on the blessings of
Almighty God, have agreed to unite in One indissoluble Federal Commonwealth
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under the Crown of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and under the
Constitution hereby established.’ I, John Adam Doe, in the flesh and blood, hereby
accept The Commonwealth of Australia ‘unincorporated’ and its rules in the
Constitution, under the relevant two subsections, (Ch 1 Part 1 S1 the legislative
power of the Commonwealth shall be vested in a Federal Parliament, which shall
consist of the Queen and Ch II s61. The executive power of the Commonwealth is
vested in the Queen.), thus fulfilling the acceptance as a successor of The Commonwealth
of Australia Constitution Act 1900 (UK) Constitutional offer. This contract stands today by
the nature of the indissolubility of the Federal Commonwealth itself, by the fact that The
Commonwealth is the whole body of people in a State and by the fact that the Crown must
continue through the Queen’s heirs to be the other contract holder in this Constitution.

7. I, John Adam Doe, have been mischaracterised and presumed to be lost at sea,
when in truth, I, John Adam Doe, am alive, in good health, and officially on and for
the record reconvey as permanently domiciled on the Land and Soil of the land
mass Terra Australis, commonly known as The Commonwealth of Australia, and
also commonly known as Australia (Norfolk Island and/or any of the islands
surrounding what is commonly known as Mainland Australia do not constitute the
landmass that is being referenced here), as a Terra Australis National.
8. Respondent and their Agents are using and abusing my Given Name(s) without my
knowledge or consent, also known as Unlawful Conversion and kidnapping of
assets on paper. Such criminal action converts the nature of an asset from living
being to a corporate franchise, as well as the jurisdiction in which it operates.
9. I, John Adam Doe, do not consent to the use and abuse of my Given Name(s) and
Estate, and anything else that is named after me, via infringement on my Common
Law Copyright guaranteed under the Copyright Act, and it is my will and instruction
that the Respondent take affirmative action to ensure that their corporation ends this
venal practice effective immediately.

10. I, John Adam Doe, am, by means of this LTA, publicly my given appellation to the
Land and Soil Jurisdiction of Terra Australis, commonly known as The
Commonwealth of Australia, along with all relevant assumed/presumed Trade
Name(s), and am publicly declaring and recording them all returned to permanent
domicile on the Land and Soil Jurisdiction of Terra Australis, commonly known as
The Commonwealth of Australia, ‘unincorporated’. These Trade Name(s) include,
but are not limited to; JOHN DOE, J. A. DOE, J A DOE, DOE John, JOHN Doe,
JOHN A Doe, John Doe, John A DOE, John Adam Doe, JOHN A DOE, JOHN
ADAM DOE, John A Doe, John A. Doe, DOE JOHN DOE, DOE John Adam, JOHN
ADAM DOE, John, JOHN, John A, John A., DOE JOHN, J.D., JD, JAD, J.A.D., and
JOHN MUMREMARRIED, MUMREMARRIED JOHN ADAM, JOHN ADAM
MUMREMARRIED, JOHN A MUMREMARRIED, JOHN A. MUMREMARRIED, J.
A. MUMREMARRIED, J A MUMREMARRIED, MUMREMARRIED JOHN,
MUMREMARRIED John Adam, MUMREMARRIED John, JOHN Mumremarried,
JOHN A Mumremarried, John Adam MUMREMARRIED, John Mumremarried,
John Adam Mumremarried, John A Mumremarried, John A. Mumremarried, John A,
John A., J.M., JM, JAM, J.A.M., and JOHN ADAM MUMREMARRIED, JOHN A.
MUMREMARRIED, JOHN MUMREMARRIED, and Doe Doors , Doe Doorbells,
DOEDOORS, DOEDOORBELS, DOORDOES,, and all other variations however
styled, punctuated, spelled, ordered, or otherwise represented as pertaining to me
and my estate. I, John Adam Doe make no egregious claim(s) to any type of
Military Titles, of which, are accurately defined within the Oxford Style Manual; such
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as, Mr, Mr., MR., MR. I, John Adam Doe, am the holder in due course of these
ens legis, legal Trade Name(s) and any other relevant stramineus homo.
11. I, John Adam Doe, do not recognise and cannot be held in contempt of any law that
cannot show a named individual victim(s), nor can I be held liable in contempt of
any law that cannot show any property, belonging to any said individual(s) that has
been stolen or damaged. Where no individual victim and no property stolen or
damage can be found, there can be no defendant nor prosecutor logically taken
into consideration.
12. I, John Adam Doe, reserve my Natural Right to travel at my own will, accepting all
risk of my own injury or death, free from any danger of being illegally and/or
unlawfully hindered, threatened, harmed, robbed, detained, assaulted, abducted
and/or arrested by any UNIDROIT agents, Government Officials, and/or
Government employees, where I have neither been proven guilty of having brought
about injury or death to a Living Man or Woman, nor been proven guilty of stealing
or damaging any property that is not owned by me, nor been proven guilty of
conspiring to carry out such crimes. Where no individual victim and no property
stolen or damaged can be found, I shall be free to travel anywhere on this earthly
realm, as I see fit, without any expectation from anyone for me to be in possession
of any UNIDROIT Government issued identification documents (i.e. Driver’s
License, Passport, etc.), all of which are fraudulent by nature, existing only due to
Common Law Copyright Infringement, Unlawful Conversion, and debased DogLatin Glossa. Any corporate Agent that demands such fraudulent documentation,
or attempts to create Adhesion Contract(s) for gaining jurisdiction over me, the LSA,
John Adam Doe, will be guilty of personage, Fraudulent Joinder, flagrant violation of
Palermo Protocols and Inland Piracy.
13. It is my intent to travel in possession of legal documentation (Witness Testimony
Affirmation) as proof of my existence as a Living Man , in order to allay potential
fears in the corrupted minds of corrupted Agents, of corrupt Government
departments who are apt to disrupt the peaceful lives of Law-abiding Living Souls
such as me, John Adam Doe. It is my will and instruction that the respondent take
affirmative action to ensure that the given Appellation ‘John Adam Doe’ (of which I
am the holder in due course), be immediately placed on any official ‘Do Not Detain’
lists applicable nationally and/or internationally. My status as a Living Soul not to be
detained is to be Lawfully respected and adhered to by all corporate Government
Agents worldwide.
14. I, John Adam Doe, am not liable for any de facto occupying corporate Australia
Government public debts/Commercial liabilities at any time whatsoever.
15. I, John Adam Doe, maintain that, pursuant to Section 115 of The Commonwealth of
Australia Constitution Act 1900 (UK) and sections 9, 11, 16 & 22 of the Currency Act
1965, there is no way to lawfully and constitutionally discharge any alleged debt.
16. The respondent is hereby informed that ‘inconsistency of Laws’ located in Chapter
V, Section 109 of The Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1900 (UK) ,
states that, ‘When a law of a State is inconsistent with a Law of the Commonwealth,
the latter shall prevail, and the former shall, to the extent of the inconsistency, be
invalid.’
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17. I, John Adam Doe, am not willing to commit Bond Fraud/False Personation legal or
lawful, constructive or actual, by being a third party interloper, or by wittingly using
a Crown created legal birth certificate, ens legis legal name, legal date of birth, or
legal address that I did not create, nor agree to, nor could have created or agreed
to in the first place. I, John Adam Doe, am neither a Thing, nor Discounted entity,
nor legally defined Person/Human-being, nor individual, nor resident, or
Withholding Agent, as these terms are defined under the Corporations Act 2001
(Commonwealth). As such, I am henceforth to be recognised as a living, breathing
man sojourning on the Land and Soil Jurisdiction of Terra Australis, commonly
known as The Commonwealth of Australia, and subject to the de jure The
Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1900 (UK), as Proclaimed and
Gazetted by the Common Law of England.
18. From age of consent to the date affixed below, I, John Adam Doe, have never
signed a contract knowingly, willingly, intelligently, voluntarily, and/or intentionally
whereby I have waived any of my natural inherent rights. As such, I hereby revoke,
rescind, cancel, and make void any and all ‘contracts,’ ‘agreements,’ ‘forms,’ and/or
‘instruments’ which I have signed, and which have been, are being, and/or may
potentially be, construed to give the Respondent, and/or Agents of any agency or
department of any incorporated government, any ‘authority,’ ‘venue,’ or ‘jurisdiction’
over me, the John Adam Doe. Such unconscionable ‘contracts,’ ‘agreements,’ and
‘forms’ that exist to exploit me have been proven to be grammatically fraudulent and
are therefore to be considered null and void from the legal and lawful viewpoints of
all parties involved.
19. I, John Adam Doe, reserve my Natural Right to not be compelled to perform under
any ‘contract’ that I did not enter into knowingly, voluntarily, and intentionally.
Furthermore, I, John Adam Doe, do not accept the ‘liability’ associated with the
compelled and pretend ‘benefit’ of any hidden or unrevealed ‘contract’ or
‘commercial agreement.’
20. My family lineage and DNA through ‘Paramount Claim of the Life and the Estate of
John Adam Doe’ is being witnessed and publicly recorded as reconveyed back to
the Land and Soil Jurisdiction.
21. My unrebutted Living Testimony in the Form of an Affidavit stands as truth in Law.
22. Only a Court of Common Law Jurisdiction before a Jury of 12 peers can adjudicate
any ‘alleged offence(s)’ that I, John Adam Doe, may be accused.
23. The Respondent is to address the outside of a private windowless envelope
containing the rebuttal, grammatically styled as follows; Attention: John Adam Doe,
C/o Onesville Post Office, Onesville, [Near 1111], Australia.
24. Respondent’s failure to provide me, John Adam Doe, with a verified point by point
rebuttal to this affidavit, no later than (30) calendar days from the date of issuance,
or request additional time to comply, will comprise Respondent’s agreement with
and Tacit Procuration of all facts herein, in perpetuity.
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25. I, John Adam Doe, conditionally accept to pay any/all outstanding monies/accounts
owed in full by John Adam Doe, upon proof of claim and proof of loss. This includes
but is not limited to, an Affidavit of Proof of Claim/Proof of Loss, sworn by an
authorised Lawful Person and Certified or Notarised copy of the binding contract
between John Adam Doe and the Respondent or affiliates, in correct language
syntax, for my consideration.
26. All words herein are as I, John Adam Doe, define them.
27. It is my intent to live my life at peace as a Lawful Man to uphold the de jure
Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1900 (UK) and the Public Law.
28. I, John Adam Doe, am here to claim what is mine, no more, no less, and to enforce,
Without Prejudice, the treaties, commercial contracts, and guarantees I am owed.
29. All the facts and circumstances deposed to, are within my own knowledge and
sources of information appear on the face of this, my Living Testimony in the Form
of an Affidavit.

Part D
Autograph
Issued this .......... day of .................... in the Year of 2021 on and for the
Oneshire of Queensland State;;
Notice to Agents is Notice to Principles, Notice to Principles is Notice to Agents;
Witness by Notary does not alter status of jurisdiction. Pax vobiscum.
By the LSA: .........................................................

Autograph, all rights reserved.

Notary Witness and Acknowledgement
Queensland State
Sunshine Coast District
Today I, a Commissioned Notary, met via video link with the living being known to me
to be John Adam Doe, and he affirmed this ‘Living Testimony in the Form of an Affidavit’
by signing it during the virtual meeting, and I have subsequently witnessed their
autograph remotely under Part 6A of the Oaths Act 1867 (Queensland) by signing and
affixing my seal.
By: ……....……………………………......….. Public Notary; Date..................................
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